
VELOSTER



Rear spoiler / Rear LED lamps (for 1.6 Turbo)

LED headlamps Radiator grille (for 1.6 Turbo only)

Wide type sunroofCenter twin tip muffler (for 1.6 Turbo only)

Make a big appearance.
They say it’s the inside that counts. But if you want to step ahead from the rest 
you need a car that’s an absolute head-turner. Not just from the inside but also 
from the outside. You can thank us later.
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Take your throne.
Stand out – even while sitting. With an interior design that is 
100% focused on the driver. Air conditioning, seat warming, sunroof … 
you name it. It’s all there. Welcome to your kingdom. 
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27.0

Gamma 1.6 T-GDI | Gasoline Turbo

204 Maximum power
ps/6,000rpm

Maximum torque
kgf.m/1,500~4,500rpm

28.0 kgf·m when the over-boost function is activated

6-speed manual transmission (for 1.6 Turbo) 

When you go VROOM,
go WOW.
Breathtaking. Powerful. Mind-blowing. Words don’t even come close 
to what it actually feels like driving the new Veloster. The unique 
agility of how it takes every curve. The satisfying sporty sound when 
you hit the gas pedal.

18.3

Nu 2.0 MPI Atkinson | Gasoline

149 Maximum power
ps/6,200rpm

Maximum torque
kgf.m/4,500rpm

7-speed Double Clutch Transmission (DCT) (for 1.6 Turbo) 
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Head-up display Smartphone wireless charging system Smartphone connectivity (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto)

Never lose connection.
The Internet doesn’t pause just because you’re on the road. This is why the all-new 
Veloster comes with all the bells and whistles: packed with top-of-the-line tech 
to keep you satisfied and connected on the drive.

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW) Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW)

All safe everything.
This car won’t just get you all the gazes–it also looks out for you. Equipped with 
Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW) and Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning 
(RCCW) it will always keep you safe and sound in your own motorized realm.
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Thunderbolt bodycolor Cobalt eclipse bodycolor Space gray bodycolor

Find your perfect match.
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Special exterior features for the turbo model

1.6 Turbo 

18˝ alloy wheel 18˝ alloy wheel

Features

Cascading grille (mesh type) & Front bumper lip

7˝ touch screen display 

Center twin tip mufflerExterior mirrors with LED indicator Side sill molding4.2˝supervision cluster (1.6 Turbo) Rear LED lamps3.5˝cluster  (2.0 MPI)

8˝ touch screen display 

Cascading grille (horizontal bar type, 2.0 Engine only)Projection headlamps with LED DRL Rear combination lamps (bulb type)

Full auto air conditioning with auto defog

LED headlamps with LED DRL

2.0 MPI

18˝ alloy wheel



Exterior colors

Dimensions

Specifications

● The above values are results from internal testing and are subject to change after validation.
● Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.  
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.

Type Nu 2.0 MPI Atkinson Gamma 1.6 Turbo GDI

Engine type 4-Cylinder DOHC 4-Cylinder DOHC

Displacement (cc) 1,999 1,591

Max. Power (ps / rpm) 149 / 6,200 204 / 6,000

Max. Torque (kg·m / rpm) 18.3 / 4,500 27.0 / 1,500~4,500

Brakes

Front Ventilated disc

Rear Solid disc

Suspension

Front McPherson strut type

Rear Multi link

Tire

225/40R18 225/40R18

Dimensions

Head room (mm) Front ( w / Sunroof ) / Rear 967 (936) /  911

Leg room (mm) Front / Rear 1,081 /  865

Shoulder room (mm) Front / Rear 1,423 /  1,378

Overall height
1,409

(18˝ Tire)

Overall width 1,800 4,240Overall length
2,650Wheel base1,549Wheel tread*

Interior colors

Black / Red stitched interior Sandstorm grey interiorBlack / Blue stitched interior (2.0 MPI)

Cobalt eclipse (P4U) Thunderbolt (TUY) Dark knight (YG7) Ignite flame  (MFR) Phantom black (MZH)

1,563 (18˝ Tire)

Overall width 1,800
Wheel tread*

*Wheel tread : 17˝ (front / rear) - 1,561 / 1,575

Unit : mm

Shooting star (T5R) *Matte Color Lake silver (SS7) Tangerine comet (TA9) Chalk white (P6W) Space gray (W4G)



Dealer stamp

Setia Motors Sdn Bhd

Beribi: 2453500    Belait: 3334995
Beribi: Lot 51-52, Perindustrian Beribi II, Beribi,
Jln Gadong, Bandar Seri Begawan, BE1118, Brunei Darussalam.
Belait: Lot 5746 | 5747, Jln Setia Di Raja, Kuala Belait,
KA3131, Brunei Darussalam
      HyundaiBrunei       HyundaiBrunei
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People’s expectation toward individual mobility requires more than just a convenient means of transportation. The old 
understanding of cars has become outdated. A car represents individuals’ lifestyles, and it became an integral part of their 
lives. At the same time, the automobile industry has experienced seismic change. Hyundai Motor Company has grown 
rapidly to become one of the largest automakers, backed by world class production capability and superior quality. We have 
now reached a point where we need a qualitative approach to bring bigger ideas and relevant solutions to our customers. 
This is an opportunity to move forward and we have developed a new brand slogan that encapsulates our willingness to take 
a big leap. Led by our new slogan and the new thinking underlying it, we will become a company that keeps challenging itself 
to unlock new possibilities for people and the planet.


